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Workplaces … and health

Our workplaces are so much more than 4 walls and a roof –
they influences almost every aspect of our working lives.

• Like all spaces they govern who we are, who we socialise 
with, even whether or not we will ever achieve our life 
goals

• They can make us feel healthier.

• Decrease our perception of pain

• Govern how efficiently we get work done

“Our conclusion from the evidence available … is that the 
correlation between engagement, wellbeing and 
performance is repeated too often for it to be a coincidence” 
(Macleod & Clarke)



What is 
Health and 
Wellbeing?

How do we define what a healthy workplace is?

The World Health Organisation defines health 
not as merely the absence of ill-health but as “a 
state of complete physical, mental and social 
wellbeing”. 

Therefore, it should be interpreted that  “health 
and wellbeing” in a building’s design must 
include interventions which enhance social, 
psychological and physical wellness. - WHO



How important is it?
What is the benefit to the industry and the economy in providing 
workplaces that are healthy?

General - Poor health costs UK Business £29 billion a year

Direct – This is approximately £700 per year per employee, which is 
seen as insignificant.

Indirect costs: e.g. additional stress on other staff who are covering 
absent employees, reduced productivity and customer service, time 
taken for a replacement to learn the role and become productive, 
training and support to other staff.

Presenteeism:  

Survey by Canada Life UK revealed that out of 1000 people surveyed, 
93 per cent of employees attended work in last year despite being 
unwell.



Research
What do we know for definite?

Its difficult.  Mental and Physical Health outcomes are 
dependent on multitudes of factors:
o Stress (at work and at home)
o Diet
o Habits – Smoking/Drinking/Drugs
o Level of Exercise
o Environmental Exposure
o Base genetic make-up

All medical effects or causal relationships are difficult to 
pin down.

The truth is not much.



Research
Most best practice acts on what is defined by  WHO 
and EU as the “precautionary principle”

The “precautionary principle” enables decision-makers 
to adopt precautionary measures when scientific 
evidence about an environmental or human health 
hazard is uncertain but the stakes are high.

It was first advocated in the 1970’s in the wake of the 
asbestosis scandal. (late lessons from early warnings)



What is important
What do we know for definite?

Precautionary principles say outcomes are dependent on 
multitudes of factors:

o Stress (at work and at home)

o Diet

o Smoking/Drinking/Drugs

o Inadequate level of Exercise

o Environmental Exposures (particularly air quality)

Nudging these in the right direction will increase the likelihood of a  
increased productivity, less absenteeism and less presenteeism.

No evidence to say increased health aids cogitative ability



Case for Health and Wellbeing
So while the case for Health and Wellbeing is 
only mildly financial, this has not been the 
real driver.

The more powerful case has and continues to 
be an ETHICAL one.

The “workplaces should do no harm to 
employees, and where possible enhance the 
health and wellbeing outcomes”. 

Social Media active Millennial and Generation 
Z entering the workplace who are shining a 
spotlight.



Millennials and Generation Z
Millennials and Generation-Z are 
• more ‘politically active and engaged
• better connected, 
• more gender and sexually fluid. 
• more open about mental health, better at selfcare
• less likely to smoke or drink’ 

• Their role models are not  just people, they are also brands
• brand of music,
• a film
• a computer game
• a celebrity, 
• a politician, 
• a model. 

They are busy creating their own brand/image on social media

Who they work for as well as what they are doing 
will be important. They are interested in and will be 
ethical business orientated







Confluence
From this confluence of defining ethical 
restorative standards in building to meet the 
demands of the future carrying load of the planet.

• Low Carbon
• Low Environmental Impact
• And Low Human Impact

Movement towards a health and wellness ethical 
standard in buildings is taking hold



Wellness 
Movement

Bob Berkbile Paul Scialla David Gottfried Jason McLennon

Sara Gottfried MDRik Fedrizzi



Well Build 
Standard



AIR
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Air quality
 Meet Standard for VOCs

 Particulate Matter and Inorganic Gases

 Air Quality Standards

Smoking Ban
 Inside Includes e-cigarettes

 Outside

Ventilation Effectiveness
 Base Design (Design)

 Demand Control (Design)

 System Balancing (Site Test)

VOC Reduction
• Interior Paints
• Interior Adhesives and Sealants
• Flooring
• Insulation
• Furniture and Fittings

Air Filtration
▪ Filtration in Air handling Units
▪ Particulate Filtration
▪ Air Filtration Maintenance Regime

Microbe Control
• Cooling Coil Mould Control (UV lamps)
• Mould Inspections

Construction Pollution Management
• Duct Protection
• Filter Replacement
• VOC Adsorption Management
• Construction Equipment
• Dust Containment



AIR
Air Flush

Air Leakage Testing

Increased Ventilation
Design in 20l/s/p
Humidity Control

Local Pollution exhaust (kitchen 
canopy etc).

Air Quality Monitoring
• Indoor air Monitoring
• Air Data record keeping and 

response
• Environmental measures display

Pest Control SFE Chapter 3

Advanced Air Purification
Carbon Filtration in vent plant
Air Sanitisation (UV Lamps)
Air Quality Maintenance
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Openable Windows
• Full Control
• Outdoor Air Measurement
• Window operation Management (using 

collected data and measurement 
information to users of when opening is a 
good or bad idea.)

Outdoor Air Systems
Dedicated Outdoor Systems (Full Fresh Air) 
Ozone, PM10 data collection within 800m 

of the building

Displacement Ventilation Systems

Combustion Minimisation
Combustion appliance ban
Low emission combustion sources
Engine Exhaust Reduction (Contractors plant



WATER
Moisture Management
o Bulk Water Management (Flood)
o Interior Bulk Water Management (Flood)
o Capillary Water Management
o Condensation and Convection Wetting

Fundamental Water Quality (keep records 
and respond to non compliances)

Public Water Contaminants
o Organic Contaminants
o Organic Pollutants
o Agricultural Contaminants
o Herbicides
o Fertilisers
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Public Water Additives
• Disinfectants
• Disinfectant Bi Products
• Fluoride

Periodic Water Quality Testing
• Quarterly Testing
• Water Data Record Keeping (3 years)

Water Treatment

Organic Chemical Removal (osmosis/high filtration?)
• Sediment Filter
• Microbial elimination
• Water Quality Maintenance

Drinking Water Promotion
• Taste Properties
• Access
• Dispenser Maintenance



LIGHT
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Daylight Uniformity

Window to wall ratio between 20% and 60%. Greater than 40% 
should be solar protected.

55% of space to be at 350 lux 
No More than 10% to be 10% daylit for 250 hours or less. 

Artificial Lighting
• Independent control
• Circadian lighting design
• Glare Control
• Solar Glare Control
• Daylight management (blinds and light tables clearstory)
• Light reflectance on walls and ceilings
• Automatic daylight control
• Screens control light in response to background lighting
• Glass specifications 60% LT



NOURISHMENT
Nourishment

Fruit and Vegetables (only applies were sold)
Provide home grown fruit and veg.
Hand washing and Hygiene of food prep areas
Cooking utensils made from ceramics, steel or aluminium
Serving Sizes Control. Plates/bowls/cups to be medium size 
consistent with serving portion sizes of 600 calories or less.

All food distributed is organic
Product of Humane Agricultural Practices (Free range/Good 
Husbandry)
Wash hand basins have to conform to dimensional restrictions 
to prevent recontamination.

Food storage needs to be cleanable
Fridges need to display temperature and be cleanable
At least 2  separate 1 litre per person crisper drawers.
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FITNESS
FITNESS

Activity and Exercise incentivisation

Use public transport

Encourages use of stairs

Encourages standing

Use Gyms

Education in use of Gym equipment
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Healthy Sleep.
 Places to crash for quick boost naps.
 Noise mitigation
 Involve a sleep expert as an advisor to the team

Self Monitoring
 Body Mass
 Activity
 Heart Rate
 Sleep Duration

Stress Management
 Counciling/Training
 Work hours monitoring (PC tacograph)

Altruism
 Charitable activities and Giving.
 Sign up to JUST social justice reporting program  

(ILFI)



Comfort

• Temperature – ASHRAE 55 - 2017

• Acoustics

• Furnishings - chairs, monitors, and desk heights

• Inclusion of quiet focus areas

• Free access so people can sit in areas that suit 
individual temperature needs and preference. 

• Exemplary accessible and inclusive design



Beauty
Celebration of Culture and Place
Building has context, and adds value in the 
locality

Biophilia qualitative

Part 1 - Incorporate Nature
Incorporate Nature 25% of ex. space landscaped 
planted. 1 % internal space. 
Living wall of 2% floor area or greater of largest 
internal wall.

Part 2 Natures Patterns
Fractals, shadows, refuge, danger

Part 3- Interactions

Opportunities for Interactions with Nature

MIND
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Adaptable Spaces 
• Reconfigurable
• Multi Use
• Places for different cerebral function

Beauty and Design 2 - qualitative
Ceiling height Rooms of 9m or less to have 
ceilings at 2,75m
Add 150mm for every 3m length over 9m



Biophilia

First hypothesis for it was 
produced in mid 1980’s by 
Edward O Wilson.

Since then a lot of research 
and peer review of neurology 
studies to understand 
Biophilia in buildings 
undertaken by US consultancy 
Terrapin Bright Green



Biophilia
14 Patterns 
of Biophilic 
Design
Broken into : -

• Nature in the Space

• Natural Analogues

• Nature of the Space

Where introduced 
increased in 
productivity by 30%

Nature in the Space
1. Visual Connections to views of nature
2. Non-Visual Connections (using other 

senses)
3. Non-Rhythmic Constantly changing 

Stimuli 
4. Thermal & Airflow Variability (cyclic 

patterns)
5. Water (sound of flowing water)
6. Diffuse Daylight and Sunlight
7. Connections to Nature (seasons, bird 

song, wind,)

Natural Analogues Patterns
1. Biomorphic Patterns (reproduction of 

natural patterns)
2. Material Connection with Nature (use 

of natural materials) 
3. Complexity & Order (use of fractal 

patterns)

Nature of the Space Patterns
1. Prospect (views from height)
2. Refuge (places that secluded)
3. Mystery 
4. Risk/Peril



Biophilic Design
Design with users in mind

Biophilic Themes

Visual connection with 

nature

Non-visual connection 

with nature

Non Rhythmic  

Sensory Stimuli

Thermal Airflow 

Variability

Dynamic and Diffuse 

Light

Biomorphic Forms and 

Patterns

Views of nature

Optimise Green Design 

Outcomes

Sounds and smells of 

nature

No need to hold 

constant temperature 

Encourage variability in 

air flow

Use daylight  to create 

variability

Use circadian rhythms 

to aid sleep

Moments of delight 

caused by views of 

birds or wildlife

Bring natures patterns 

indoors

Optimised design of 

windows and shading

Optimised natural 

ventilation opportunity

Optimised heating 

systems and control

Optimised circadian 

lighting and controls

Landscaping to attract 

bees, butterflies and 

birds

Green walls, fractals, 

natural finishes

Balanced building 

weight and insulation



MIND 
Feature 88
Involving the 
Users
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•Part 1 Stakeholder Charette with client to help designers meet 
client expectations for a healthy and better living outcome.

•Discuss needs of occupants 

•Set future meetings to stay focused on .

• Innovation to use Ollio Agile in Buildings techniques.

Integrative Design

•Written document to set down the buildings health orientated 
mission.

•Site Selections

•Concepts and how they will be met

•Control Plan to make sure targets are hit

•Operation Plan for FM managers

Part 2 Development Plan

•Tour

•Dissemination of features

Part 3 Stakeholder Orientation



INNOVATIVE Prototype DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Prototypes can be anything 
that can be used by users to 
test a solution.

From a folded piece of card, 
to BIM, Visualisations, VR
Mock –Ups.



Agile in Buildings 
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Improves Ownership

People Love the 
building

Increases agency with 
the organisation

Improves People 
Happiness



PEOPLE HAPPINESS
People happiness and alignment with 
business objectives is measured by  
Employee Engagement.

Research has shown it to be a very 
important metric to keep track of.

Engagement or the lack of it is a 
significant business profitability 
impediment

All of Human Factors sciences say 
business productivity is dependent on

1. High Engagement of Staff

2. Wellbeing of Staff

3. Staff Empowerment

“Clients do not 

come first. 

Employees come 

first.

If you take care of 

your employees 

they will take care 

of the clients”

Richard Branson



Employee Engagement

Engaged

Not 
Engaged

Disengaged

UK Gallup Employee Engagement 
Survey

-37%

-25%

-26%

-40%

10%

21%

22%

-50% -40% -30% -20% -10% 0% 10% 20% 30%

Absenteeism

Retention

Shrinkage

Accidents

Customer Satisfaction

Productivity

Profitability

Comparison of companies with high and 
low engagement

Percentage Difference

Less than 1/3 of UK employees are fully 
engaged. 

Greater Engagement yields an average of 
22% greater productivity



Hierarchy 
of Needs
“Environment and 
Ecosystems are the 
glue that binds 
Business and Culture to 
enable a platform for 
Recognition, 
Innovation and 
Creativity”

Stephen Danelutti



So maybe there is a payback for 
Engagement

1. Culture (Company 
aspect to employee  
autonomy and 
concern for welfare)

2. Facilities (Building 
and Technology)

3. Colleagues 
(especially line 
managers)



BUILDINGS A BRAND

Clients should understand :

Your workplace building is an extension of your 
culture. Its part of your packaging.

Your brand like your building is an extension of 
your corporate personality or culture. It frames 
what people think about you when your not in the 
room.

Your corporate personality, i.e. your building, 
describes to staff and customers the importance 
you place on opposing business drivers:

Low Overheads 

Happy Healthy

Productive People

Facts and Figures Emotions



Summary
• Wellness is not just physical construct; it is mental, 

psychological even corporate.
• The value of buildings to the economy is greater 

than the asset value when added to grate culture.
• Buildings can be built to be preserve health.
• We still need more research to define health 

impacts of buildings on people. 
• Culture eats strategy for breakfast in business. Its 

the same for employee health.
• The demand for preventative health in buildings is 

here and growing. Millennials and Z generations 
will increase demand.

• As an industry we need to be able to understand 
and respond to this demand.
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Thank You

Edward.murphy@ollioconsult.com

www.ollioconsult.com
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